General “Mad” Anthony Wayne
General "Mad" Anthony Wayne built the largest log fortification ever built in the Northwest
Territory. Visit Garst Museum's display of recently discovered artifacts from the old fort.
Anthony Wayne was a military genius, a systematic organizer and a skilled negotiator with the
Indians. Wayne took calculated risks that no other man would dare try, thus earning his "Mad"
nickname. His military contributions opened up the heart of America to settlement, further aiding
the development of the United States and stabilizing the new country's future.
Born in Pennsylvania, Wayne was an early patriot in the fight against Britain and was appointed
colonel in the Continental Army. He was in charge of troops who stormed Stony Point and took
over 500 prisoners. Wayne was later awarded a medal by Congress and President Washington
in 1790.
He was named the Commander of the West (the Northwest Territory) and after Arthur St. Clair's
defeat at Ft. Recovery, Wayne was called upon to protect the settlers and make peace with the
Indians.
Wayne marched north from Cincinnati and built or fortified a series of wilderness forts. Greene
Ville was the largest log fortified army encampment in the Western Frontier. It garrisoned about
3,000 regulars, militiamen, officers, guides and spies and covered 55 acres.
General Wayne made sure he had a strong supply line and well trained, healthy troops. This
strategy resulted in the finest fighting force in the old Northwest and led to a victory over the
Indians at the Battle of Fallen Timbers on April 20, 1794.
Wayne sent out emissaries to the Indians proposing a peace treaty to be signed at Greene Ville.
Twelve of the 15 Indian nations responded and gathered at Greene Ville. Wayne respected the
Indians' traditions and customs; they in turn respected his strength and skill. On August 3, 1795,
the Treaty of Greene Ville was signed.
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